
Next-level hybrid cloud with 
Lenovo and Microsoft
It’s time for Lenovo ThinkAgile MX 
for Azure Stack HCI.

How next-gen hybrid cloud can accelerate your success
Next-generation hybrid cloud with Lenovo ThinkAgile MX for Azure Stack HCI, 
delivers on modern organizations’ workload needs.

This includes the ability to:

Unify resource management with a flexible cloud-connected architecture: Azure Arc extends 
the Azure public cloud to help you build, operate and secure applications and services on 
Lenovo ThinkAgile MX infrastructure, with familiar tools. Connect your Lenovo ThinkAgile MX 
clusters to your Azure portal, for simplified monitoring and management, eliminating the need 
for an on-premises monitoring system

Run containerized applications: Simplify the process of building, managing and deploying 
cloud-native apps across the public cloud and other locations, with AKS. Benefit from unified 
management and governance, integration with Active Directory, unparalleled flexibility, and 
more, across your hybrid estate

Bring the cloud to your on-premises environment with Azure Stack HCI: Where low-latency 
is essential or you need to minimize outbound networking dependencies, deploy cloud-native 
applications close to where data is produced and consumed, including in your own facilities and 
at the edge

Seamlessly scale high-performance virtual desktop environments across the cloud and 
on-premises: Combine Lenovo ThinkAgile MX with AVD in the cloud, to create seamless, flexible 
hybrid deployments that comply with data residency and other requirements

Turbocharge your deployment of SQL Server databases: Use the Azure Stack HCI operating 
system to run your mission-critical SQL Server databases very efficiently on premise, securing 
data locality with low access latency

Hybrid cloud has evolved
Deliver a new chapter in your organization’s exciting story. It’s time to accelerate 
innovation, support scalable hybrid working, and unlock transformational data to 
maximize your datacenter infrastructure’s potential.

Extend your business to the cloud with an Azure hybrid solution.



Begin your journey to 
next-gen hybrid cloud today
Contact a Lenovo hybrid cloud expert to 
explore how you can modernize with Lenovo 
and Microsoft hybrid cloud solutions.

Meet Lenovo ThinkAgile MX for Azure Stack HCI
Lenovo ThinkAgile MX for Azure Stack HCI is a complete hybrid cloud solution, combining 
the best of Lenovo and Microsoft, including Azure services. 

Get started

Benefit from: 

• Pay as you use pricing and flexibility: 
Enjoy everything-as-a-service with Lenovo 
TruScale, enabling you to scale up and down 
quickly to meet changing demands, with no 
upfront costs

• Running your applications anywhere with 
simplified management: Deploy cloud-
native apps in locations of your choice, and 
access them from Windows, Mac, Android 
and iOS, via single sign-on

• Robust business continuity and disaster 
recovery: Security features that span from 
the hardware to the Azure cloud enable 
you to build secure foundations for your 
workloads that protect data and availability  
 

• 24/7 enterprise support: Lenovo provides 
a single point of contact for hardware and 
software issues. You’ll also get assistance 
with onboarding, data migration and 
license-management

• Efficiencies that unlock business value: 
Cloud-connected hyperconverged 
infrastructure enables you to consolidate 
on-premises, thereby freeing up resources 
for innovation and other high-value 
initiatives 

• Lenovo Cloud Marketplace: Deliver 
complete solutions for your customer with 
Self-service access to dashboards and 
reporting, subscription purchasing and 
management, and billing information
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